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ABSTRACT

We investigated the nonlinear DNA torsional equations proposed by Yakushevich [l] in
the presence of damping and external torques. Analytical expressions for some solutions
are obtained in the case of the isolated chain. Special attention is paid to the stability
of the solutions and the range of soliton interaction in the general case. The bifurcation
analysis is performed and prediction of chaos is obtained for some set of parameters. Some
biological implications are suggested.
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1 Introduction

Some nonlinear dynamical models have been proposed ' 3 for DNA in order to explain

the origin and dynamics of open states in this molecule 4~6 which are somehow related to

the transcription or replication processes. The interaction between the solitons (or open

states) are variable for different proposed models and in most cases are short range. In this

paper we study a particular model ' which describes the torsional dynamics of the double

DNA helix and we obtain the general behaviour of the solutions and the range of the

interaction between the solitons, which turned out to be long-range. We also investigated

the influence of damping, external fields and torques in the dynamics of the solitons.

In the quoted article ', Yakushevich proposed the following equations for the torsional

dynamics of DNA:
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where

- ftsiiup:)2]

In these equations. <p, is (he torsional angle. /. is (lie moment of inertia, K{ is the rigidity of
the longitudinal springs of the i-th chain, k ilie rigidity of the transversal spring connecting both
chains, It the radius or the chains, ln is the minimum separation between the chains and a is the
characteristic length of the base pair in the double helix. In Reference I these are simplified by
assuming thnl /„ 0, which leads to

ATifi?<pi

- sin(<p,+ip2)| =

(2a)

(2b)

Tor these equations different types of solutions Hie proposed in order lo simplify even
more the set of equations. I he following cases nre considered as solutions of equations (2):

case a) <pt - 0, <p2 ? II, for which the equations (2) are reduced lo:

respectively I hese equations are only valid for symmetric chains, i .e, / , = / , = / and

2 ~ K

II.- (Junliinlive Annlysis.

K i — K -, ~z K

Lei us make the analysis of equation (2) in a more general way. As tl is of common usage,
let us introduce the travelling wave variable C, z - rf, where v is a constant, to obtain the
following system of equations:

ll'iqi" - kli}-\2s\ltt[n - Stlt((pt I ( p ? ) | - 0 (6a)

= 0

wliete I f . K. (i -lfv ami Ihc plitne cotiespoiids l*> the derivative with icspect l o ^ I he system

of equations {(>) can he written as

(7a)

(3)

This result is not quite correct since by putting <pt 0 in equation (2 a) then sin (p2 0,

which leads necessarily to the solution <p2 n n const., and does not correspond to a solitonic

solution of equntiun(l)
On the other hand, cases h) f, = <p2 and c) <p, -= - <p2 lead to the equations;

/<p,r - (4)

and

(5)

w j> = _
1 1 2 f) ip;

whcie

cos(<pi

(7b)

(8)

f'(ipi, <pj) has local maxima at the point <pt - 2 it K, qi., - 2 in n, w i ld n 0, i /. >2, . ,

and m ft,'/. ]2 The points <p, (2n-l) x,<p, (2m-l) n correspond lo local minima, while

the points <p, (2n-l) x . <p2 2 m n ; tpt 2 n n , <p2 (2m-i) n are saddle points. These
points are shown in Pipine 1 In the figure are shown the phase plane trajectories joining critical
points which correspond lo solilons.

h l l h
hich correspond lo solilons.

The local maxima have the same height so for every two conligiros local maxima there
7 K

solutions of (he kink type ' . Tor example, there are solutions with the following properties:

aie



l i m =O, lim

l i tn <(>2 = 0 , l i m (D2 = 0

(9.1)

lim <pi = 0 , lim (pi ~ 0
(9 2)

litn (p2 = 0 , Mm (

l im <pi = 0, l im tp| = 0

lim «();=(), lim <p2=-2rc
(9.3)

lim
< ; - • > -

= 0, lint <pt =+2n

lim (p; = 0, lim (p2-+2n;

l im (pi = 0 , l im (pi =

lim <p2 = 0, l im <p2 =
: -» - ™ r - » 4™

(101)

(10.2)

am! their antikink solitons respectively See Figures (2 - 8) Note that the points (0.0) and (2n,2it)
are linked by a single trajectory, while the points (0.0) and (2K,-2I$ are connected by three
different trajectories. Por further reference we will call those three trajectories as (10.2.1),
(10 2 2) and (10.2 3) afler figure I.

Among these solutions those ofthe type (9) are strictly stable. The solutions given by (10)
may decompose into I wo soiitons of the type (9), together with small Amplitude travelling waves
We must also notice that the connection of the points (0,0) and (0,2n) can not be done through
the straight line <p, - 0, which is due to the fact that q>, — 0, <p, * 0 is not a solitonic solution of
equation (.}).

There are different critical velocities for K, * Kj, given by the general expression

( i i )

dud the velocily of (his kind of solilon will be resliicled l« 0 < v < cm", with cm the minimum
critical velocity.

I I I . - Some Analytical Solutions.

The cases b) find c), represetttecl by equations (4) find (5) correspond to solutions of the
type given by (10). For the last case (case c)), we have the following exact solutions:

C2)

where y = J l — -^ , ho=~p^, C — —~- , zfl is the initial position of the soliton and

r its trnslationul velocity The rest eneigy, i.e., the enetgy necessaty to produce a static open stnte,
is the following:

(1.1)

and the lotal eneigy for a travelling soliton is icl.itcd to the rest energy thiougti the I.oicnl7:

factor, / / = -y-

For case b). i.e., <pt ~ ip2, we have:

For this case, the rest enctfjy is given by

( 1 5 )

Note that in equations ( H ) there are no exponential* in the nrguinent of the atctan
function I he solution ofthe type desciibed by ei|iialions (12) will he called asymmetric, while the
solutions (M) will be called symmetric Roth types of solutions are shown in Figures (5-6) We

T



have constructed an approximated analytical solution function for type (9.1) solutions (see

Pigures 2 thiough 'I)

(pi =2arcian[-^

(p2 a ictati
2 cos 2arctan ~- tit

(17)

where N 1.2Mid. N, 0,7W15 and N2 1.1222 .
We also consliuclcd approximated analytical solutions for type (10.2.2) and type (10.2.3)

solutions

sin [2arctnn(£t£»)Hi| ~|

(18)

(19)

where 1.22M. 2.4836. N, 0.86UI, I.222H foi

solution (I0.2..1). 'Ilicse solnlionsarc shown in Inures 7 - B
Tor the type of solution described in equation (9), the rest energy can be written

approximately as

R (20)

lly comparing the energies for the unstable states (asymmetric and symmetric), given by
equations ( M ) ami (15) respectively, with the energy of the stable solilon. equation (20). it is
possible in principle to calculate the energy radiated through the generation of small amplitude
travelling waves.

The system described by equations (7) can be written as an autonomous dynamical system:

<pr=e,

= 0,

(21)

~ - sin((pi+q)2)|

The eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix at the critical points of system (21) <p; =: 2 it IT,
<p} 2 m IT, are the following

(A.i.2)2 = 0 (22)

(2.1)

The eigenvalues equn! to 7-ero, (equation (22)), reflect tliRt there are some degeneracy at

(he critical points and also there is some anysotropy at these points renected by the Tact that the

behavior of the solilons produced along the line <p, =<p, is different from that along <p, — - <pr

This difTerence in behavior can be seen for llie solutions given by the equations (12) and (M). Frnr
the former there is n fast exponential behavior ft! the tails of the solilon when C, —> + « , while
for the second type, the behavior is somewhat slower. Recalling (hat:

p' = 12 nrclan ^ (24)

where / / = j~~ , i.e.. it means that <p' - -^ and (p - ~ when (, - > +<*> I his resiili is

important for the type of interaction between solitons and will be discussed later in this woik.



IV.- Siahilily Analysts.

Now we will slu<ly tlic stnhilily of (he solutions. Let us assume that / ( ~ ' i — ',
A'; ="A", - K to simpliry caiculnlions. Mien:

(25a)

" i t

+(p2)J=O (25b)

let <plkfc) and <p-,h(z) he soiitonic solutions of system (25) We will pertutbate slightly
these solilonic solulinFis and will determine if these perturbations remain small with time. Making
<pi — (pit + M'l «"«' (PJ - <P2* + V J , we obtain for yf nml <p2 (he following equations:

(26 a)

+V|/2)J=O

(26,b>

Hy [uiltinp \\i\ = / | ( 2 ) i * ' and
eigenvalue piohtem

e , we state nn eigenfitnction «rwl

(27a)

(27 b)

wlicre r = r .
If we can demonstrate Ihnt tlie spectral problem (27) does not posses solutions

corresponding to values ofX, with positive teal part then the solilon under study is stable.
We have found that the type (9) snlitons are stable while the type (10) nre composile

structures of the foriner In some cases (ticsc unions' are totally unstable and in others it is
necessary some perturbation to decompose it in a pair of solitons.

l:or example, the case (Jlt* = - (p2t = (|>* — 4nrctai l exp -~- (soiilons of type

(10 2 I)) In this case

(28B)

A , ,
(2R.I.)

Iheie aic two eigenvalues coriespoudittg lo n disciete spectium The solution
corresponding lo the eigenvalue A. 1 = 0 is:

coslt

l:or (lie posilive eigenvalue \ i ~ J2 -^- . we have the solution:

~ —J22 — —
4 A

cosli J'2:
(10)

i.e.,

I lie test of l l ie ripcnvBlues me imaiiinaiy (cnntimious spcclrum). Por lypc (<*) solutions.

u <= A a ic l rmfeNpl j^ 1 , <p2* •" 0 , system (26) is topologically equivalent lo:



t

( l i b )

which contains I lie classical sine-(!ordon soiilons with a single eigenvalue corresponding to the
discrete speclnim (k = 0) and n continuous specinmi. These solitons are stable.

Solilons of type (10 I) are unstable Even while solitons of type (t 0.2.2) and (t0.2.3) are
stable under small perturbations, they can decompose into one type (9.1) and one type (9.1)
solitons umler strong pci tin balking.

V.- I he Enncl Model.

I.el us now slnily the general system ( I ) with /„ / 0 In I his case the solitons are solutions
of the system:

(32a)

(,12 b)

where

2\ '-% - cos<pi - cosip; j

and the fits! inlcgrnl is:

7' I '"((Pi,«p2) = «»>*'• (.14)
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From a qualitative point of view, the potential energy I (<pi ,<P2) For the exact system is
not different from the one described in figure I, i.e., the solitonic solutions connect lite same
critical points. However, there is a quantitative dift'erence between both situations.

The eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix nt the points «pi = 2im , (p2 = 2nm for ihe system
(24) are nil equal to zero This result means lhat there7 is no optical branch in the vihralional
speclnim for the general system (24), in contradiction to what is claimed in Reference 1

In (he neighborhood of the points <nt=2/ l l tand <P2 = 2r»7t , the function I'(<pi,<p2)
lias Ihc following behavior:

Q5)

where E = -jj .

These points me completely degenerate and in its neighborhood, equations (34) do not
show linear terms. Accoiding to (35), the letrns different from zero in the expansion of
''r(*Pli<n2) a r c of fourth order. This dependence is of particular importance in the properties of

ft

(he solitons, its dynamics and inteiactions T-irst, as it was shown in equations (24), Ihe

asymptotical behavior of the soiilons at the critical point is as tp — y , which means (hat Ihe

interaction between the sotitons is long range. In Reference 9, it was demonstrated thai if Ihe local

behavior for the pnlrnlial at the ciilical poinls is as (p3" , n > I Ihen Ihe inleraciion foice

between Ihe solitons decieases with Ihe dislance r as:

Ill

(16)

The iniciaclton Ccitcc belwecti Ihe solitons for (he system ( I ) with In
the tlislatice as

decreases wilh

/ • -
.--4

Some exact solutions when In / 0 ate obtained Tor dtlFeicnt cases, assuming thai

(I'l = Wi and C} = Cj = c: a) <pi = - (p2 = (p ,



J / r J H { 2 t E K I - cosip') - e

and b) (pi = <pj - <P :

When /(i * 0 , Ilie behavior of nil soiiionic solutions is asymptotically slower than

exponential.

VI.- I lie Perltnbfd Mmlrl.

So Tar we have studied the nntliiven Yaknshevicli equation. Of unquestionable interest is
the influence <>rdamping and cxlctnnl torsions on the solutions.

The damping I'oiccs Y i 'p i ' and Y^'pJ' tend 1<i slow down Ihe sotitons.
Before analysing tlie global action of the lorstonai forces Hf and H' 3, we will study the

local bifurcations they produce
As shown l>cioie, the critical points (2rrit, 2niK) are degenerated (their eigenvalues are

equal to zeio) Under the elfeet of the torsioual forces the system bifurcates and the resulting
ciitical points me Morse type. So the original model is structurally unstable under perturbations in
the form of torsions! forces like in equations (40).

To simplify the analysis we will use the approximation /(> = 0 and we will concentrnte on

the point (0,0) (see rifinre 9 for leference and recall lhat the system is invariant under the

Iransfoimation (p + = (p; i 2rt )

12

In the cross hatched aiea tlie system lms only one crilical point dose lo m o This point
correspond!; to the minimum of potential I /('pi.«pj) ~ - f'(<Pi,*Pi) and therefore is stable

In the point hatched area the system has three critical points close to 7cro, two stable and
one unstable. Moving in that area and varying the values of ht and h} with hi = —~ in such a
way as to pass to the cross hatched area then a bifurcation with Ilic union of two of those three
points (the unstable and one of tlie stable) so both of them dissapear. I f from the point batched
area we cross to the solid filled one then one of the stable points merges wilb an unstable point
belonging lo a wrre not related lo the point ((),<>) (a saddle point of f /(<p i , (p2)) nnd in a vicinity
of the zero still remain two points: one stable and one unstable

If we pass from the hatched areas to those which aren't, then we will not have nilk-al
points close to zero, i e., the sole remaining point merges with s saddle point or a maximum of
f/(*pi,(p2), while if we me in the solid filled ftrea the remaining points annihilate between
themselves In that case the system has no sclitonic solutions, recalling that the solitons are
formed by connections between the maxima of I ((pi,tp2) (minima of f/(<pi, <P2))

I fa soliton connects to points, for example (<pn,<|hi) and (<Pi2, <P22) , then the value
of A = <7(<pn,<n2l) — '^(tpl2,<p22) plays an important part in its dynnmics.

Tor the kinks, A > 0 acts as an external force on the kink pushing it in the positive sense
of the 7. axis and inveisely i f A < 0. The effect on the anlikink is exactly the opposite. If A = 0,
the soliton can exist at rest

When besides the condition A * 0, we have damping then the soliton acquires a stnble
velocity proportional to A and inversely propoitional to the damping coefficients Y' ' " <Hir

system:

( I I )

Tor example, if /([ > 0 and hi > 0. the type (9.1) and (9.2) solilons are accelernfcd in
the negative sense of the ?. axis while the antisnlilons would move in the opposite sense But type
(9 1) solilons will behave in the opposite way When we refer to type (9 I) or other solilons we
pre addressing solitons joining points in the vicinity of those assigned by Ilie formulae referenced
because when /? i?*0, hi •? (), the crilical points ate not in (2HJT, 2mtt)

Some hilcicslmg situations occur when l/jir = | / j j l Tor hi — hi — h > 0 , type
(10 2 2) and (lfl.2.1) solitons can cxisl at rest as A = 0 If hi = - It2=ll> 0, then type (10 I)
can exist at rest In thai case, an extremely interesting solilon enn also exist a( lest, which
connects (wo ctitirnl points corresponding to minima of f/((pi,<p2) (or maxima of ('(<pi,tpj>)),
since we are moving in the point hatched area in INgure 9 and for those points A = 0. We have
called this soliton, a hiiby-soliton, because its amplitude is extremely small and it is shown in
figure 10.

13



VII.- (ifiieinl l>vnsiimcs.

We will inlHnluee some deliniiiotis to classify ami cxpinin all tlie solhoiiic interactions tlmt
occur in these systems

I ,et us define lopological charge qt and chain charge t/r as:

(rp, (

7K
(42)

I M - (P I ( -

If two solitons hnvc chain chnigc of equal sign, then the fundamental interaction among
themselves is of topological type. In that case (wo solitons with topological charge of equal sign
repel eacli other while two possesing lopological charges of different sign attract each other. Then
il is not odd that breatheis are formed by the interaction of a kink and antiktnk in type (9) solitons
if they both have equal chain charge

If two solitons have diHeient sign of the chain charge then, on top of the topological
interaction there is a repulsive force pioduced by (he chain interaction Thin interaction force is
zero when the distance between the center of mass of the solitons is zero (see Figure I I ) . It
tenches its maximum for a distance different fiom zero and then decreases rapidly with the
distance. The repulsive force pioduced by the chain inteiaclion is of smaller range than Jhe
topologies! interaction force, but the chnin repulsive force is stronger when the solilons have
topological charge of different sign Of course the effective interaction force is repulsive only for
short distances. At gteater distances always picvails the attractive topological force

The ptesenec of external forces leading lo A t- 0 influence the solitons through the
topological chaige If A > 0 , the solitons with positive topological charge are accelerated in the
positive sense of the i. axis while those with negative lopological charge are decelerated in Ihe
negative sense I f A < 0, tlie opposite happens This result is more general Ihan Ihc one for kinks
and autikinks because is vntid also for compounded stiuctines with topological charge different
from those of kink mid nntikink mill even *cro

These "laws" explain all the phenomena delected in the system (40), whether as theoretical
results or as found by nitmctti'nl experiments

Ihe (instability of type (I!). I) solilons is due to their being composed of a type (9.1) and a
type (9 2) kink In that case Ihe slightest perturbation displacing Iheir respective ccnlcrs of mass
allows the repulsive fotce to star spnratiug them

The same happens wild type (10.2 I) solilons which are composed with a lypc (9 I) and a
(9 .1) As these solitons hnve topological charge of unequal sign, then for big distances ihe
topological attraction prevails.

, * . „ * • • -M _ .

A cotnpioniisc between those two opposing forces produce type (10.2 2) and (1(12
solitons. In these composile struclnres the centers of mass of belli ihe (9.1) and (9 .1) solilons
displaced.

In principle it is posible lo dclinc solitonic fractions l;or example-

(10.1) ->(<).\)-\-(*).2) + Ali (1)

(10.2.1) ->(*>. I) * (9.3) i A/-,'

(10.2 .1) -> (10.2.2) t Alt

are

(II)

(III)

In these reactions Ihe energy, the topological charge and the linear momentum are
conserved the encigy liberalcd can be determined calculating Ihe energy difference between Ihc
inilial and final slates Note that in equations ( I I ) , (15) and (20) the rcsl energy of the composite
states is higher than Ihe rest encigy of lypc (9) solilons.

It is important to point oul (liar the reaction (III) could only occur i f there is damping,
because (lie rest energy of state (10.2.1) is much bigger than that of state (10.2.2) and Ihe kinetic
energy acquired by the (9.1) and (9.1) solitons by Ihc reaction (II), since linear momentum is
conserved, is very high so the attracting force is not able lo stop (he accelerated separation of the
solilons. Only Ihe damping is able to slow down enough Ihe emerging type (9) solilons and to
stabilize in a type (10 2 2).

In a damped system the stable slates me spalio-lcmpoial attractors and any initial
condition close lo those stales lends inevitably lo them We must point oul (hat our analysis shows
that the equations of Yakushevidi arc non integrable because the interaction between the solilons
is uncinstic

Type (10.1) solitons can be stabilized using loisional forces of equal modulo but different
sign h\ —~h).=h To achieve this we must use as initial condition a type (9 1) and (9 2)
solilons with displaced ccnlcrs of mass It produces an equilibrium between the repulsive force
among (hem and the external torsional forces, one acting in one direction on one solilon and the
other acting on Ihc other solilon in the opposite direction

A similar slate can be achieved by coupling lypc (9.1) and (9 1) solitons bill now using
fti = /'2 (see Figuies 12 and I I ) Ihe baby-soliton mentioned above is due lo the same cause
Note dial the las! two composite stales have zero lopnlogical charge. Wilh a fixed relative
position oflhe centers of mass, they have Iraslnlional freedom

It is interesting to notice (hat when type (10 I) solitons aie pciiuibed by external lot •signal
forces such as h\ > 0, ft; ~ 0, (hen ihe solitons (9 1) and (9.2) composing il move as a whole,
because when over (he one on Ihe light acts an external force in the negative sense il pushes (by
Ihe repulsive hileraclion) (he one on Ihe left.

All this phenomena has been coiroboialed wilh (he aid of numerical experiments.

When A v̂  0, for two critical points of Ihc syslein bcll-solilons can form which are no
more than linked kink-nnlikink states '

There is a critical distance when Ihe alraclive foices between kink nwt anlikink are
equilibrated wilh die external force separating them The result is unstable. Heginning with an
inilial condition vvheie a kink and an antikink are at a distance which is lower Ihan the critical one,

15



Ihe wlilm iml If) }>ct f Ifwrr.
then the external force do separate llicin.

• w ' ' ' °™ i s fl'"'ve "IC cr"'CflI I"t'"e

VIII.-<

l.ct us telutn to (lie equations of tbe unperturbed exact model. In the vicinity of the
equilibrium poinls (<f>i - Inn.ipj = 2tnK) (lie ei|iiH|ions ( I ) appear as

(44.b)
Note thai the leims in tlie right iinnd side of the equations are of 3rd order.
I f these equations are perturbed by periodic forces and dissipation, the dynamical behavior

ill be in some sense similar to lhat ofthe cubic Duffing equation :

(45)

which is well known to liave a chaotic allractor This result means that in addition to the expccled
chaotic behavior in the periodically perturbed UNA system ( I ) due to the nonintegrability of these
equations Htid the homoclinic loops Hint (hey contain, we can piedict chaotic o.scillalrons nrouml
the equilibrium points Due 1o this phenomenon, the tails of the solilons will perform chaotic
oscillations

As we sitw in Section V I , when the external torsional forces are of equal modulo but

difletenl sign, the system bifurcates and the equilibrium points <|>i = 2/m, (p2 = 2nm
dcgeneiate in llnee points, two stable and one unstable. If we now dtive the system with a
periodical force, it will pcifoiiri osciflalions similar to those described by DufTrng's equations, but
now with seveial critical points

(46)

16

lot sevcinl values <i( thr pniamelris lite r(|tinlioti (4ft) II.TI a cliaoltc alliflctor. In our ruse,
this can be seen ;K oscillntions of the syslcni niotind one of ihc ciitical points and inndmii jump1!
(o oilier ciitical pninl and viie versa in inipicdieinblc fashion Of couise, the Mvuniiiics of
cqufilions ( I ) diivm by cdeinnl Ibices is nnrcli moio complex tlian that of Duflinp's systcn)
because ( I) is mine than a nonlinear osciltalor but n system posst-sing coniplcv sprtiit•-(omjn»rnI
structuies

We hnvc sludied the solrtons tlial icsult fiorn the soluiinn of the torsionnl eifualiotis of
Ynkushcvicli fot lire DNA.

Our research shows thai the most inipoifant solilons ate those oflypc ('') becrtusc they aie
the only strictly slplile orres and they play lite, pail of building blocks to foim more complex
sliuctmcs II is suipmin^ that this solitons have received vciy little nltenticin in cuncnt lilcrattue

Ueside.s thai, oilier works de<licalcd lo Yakushcvith's model consider only the simplified

rasp (/n = 0 ) , which ne shoiv to have impotlant dynamical (lilleiences wilh Ihe exact and moie
icnlislk: nioilel

VVe have shown thai all the solitons in Ihc evact model have long rani>e inleiacliort (his
phenomenon crtn be ofpartieitlnr interest in the regulation r>f biolopicnl processes like icpiirnlion
anil tinnseriptiim of DNA, because (lie exislencfl of open states in one place of I ho chnrn enn
inlluence the dynamics nf other distnnt open states Iirrlhermoie, a srililon piopnijaling Ilnoujih
Ihc chain can c(>nlributr to its ripening helping these ptoccsses.

I lie oriftinal Yakushcvich system is gtiiicliirnlly unstable under exteinal torijues When
they nd. the crilical points stop being deficneialed, which changes the range of (lie solilon
inleraetion. lor a given irlntion between Ihe toiques. the e<|irilibiinm points enn bilurculr and
instead of one appear three, one unstable and two sfnble, something like a Thorn's catastrophe

All this situalion generates a series of complex structures II is possible that lnK|ucs me
piespMl at all limes dtie to Ihe minimi Idision of Ihe spiial chain In that case, the system M"r
proposed by us is much more adaplcd lo liie reeal situation Ihnn syslcm (f>. nnd also it is
slnicliitiilly more stable

1 he dytinmtc"! and inleiactions of llie soliluns niistinj> in tliese cc|iinlions aie ettrciuelv
ricli We havr developed a qualitative, theory to desciibc il If the system is petit it bed by a
peiiodieal foice then chrn<ticnl dvnamics might nppeni'.
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f ( npiioni.

l"i(;iTir I. Ciilicnl points of f ((pi,<p,') and phase plane trajccloiics corresponding to
solitonic solnlions of(2)

I'iBiirt 1. Siiiilonic solution of equations (2) with propctlies (9.1).
Figure 3. Snliioiiic solution or equations (2) willi proper lien (9 2).
rlBiire 4, Soliionic solution of equations (2) wild properties (9 3).
Figure 5. Solilonic solnlion of equations (2) with pioperlies (10.1)
Figure 6. Solitonic solution of equations (2) vvilh properties (10.2.1).
Figure 7, Solitonic solution of equations (2) with properties (10.2 2).
Figure 8. Snlitonic solution of equations (2) with pioperties (10.2.3).
Figurr 9. Iliftircalion diagram for system (40)
Figure 10. Small solilonic solution (baby stilitott) in perturbed system with h\ — — hj
Figine 11, Kcpitlsivc foicc due to chain interaction between solitons with chain charge of

different stj>n
I'igine \l. Kink-atilikirik stable slate under external forces due to chain interaction

/'l - h,.
I'igutr 13. Kink-kink slnlilc state undci external foices dtie to chain inlei action h\ — hi
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